We propose three cache-efficient algorithms, ByRow, ByRowSegment and ByBox, for RNA folding using Nussinov's dynamic programming equations [1] . These algorithms, along with the cache-efficient T ranspose algorithm of Li et al [2] . and the Classical algorithm of Nussinov are analyzed using a simple LRU cache model. For this model, Classical has the highest number of cache misses followed by T ranspose, ByRow, ByRowSegment, and ByBox (in this order). Extensive experiments conducted on a single core of a Xeon E5 server, using two programming languages-C and Java-show that cache efficiency translates into time and energy efficiency. For example, our benchmarking shows that, when the algorithms are programmed in C, our ByBox algorithm reduces run time by as much as 91.3% and energy consumption by as much as 90.8% relative to Classical and by as much as 56.3% and 57.9%, respectively, relative to T ranspose. In the Java programming language, ByBox takes up to 88.9% less time than Classical and up to 74.9% less than T ranspose. Also, using the same amount of memory, the algorithms proposed by us can solve problems up to 40% larger than those solvable by T ranspose.
